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Abstract
To research question guided the study does participate research increase the value of coffee in the agroforestry
system for farmers? The objective aims to study the transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers and valueadded coffee flowers and peels in agroforestry systems. This paper employed participatory research with 30 and
13 farmers with purposing sampling at Tambon Nang Pha Ya, Tambon Ban Dan Na Kham respectively, in
Uttaradit Province, Thailand. The statistic used paired t-test. The results show that after farmers’ training
develop coffee flower to tea leaves and skin cream, farmers’ knowledge increased from average 2.63 to average
4.4 with different to 1.77 at 0.05 significant statistic at Tambon Nang Pha Ya. At Tambon Ban Dan Na Kham,
farmers’ knowledge increased from average 2.62 to average 4.62 with different to 2.00 at 0.05 significant
statistic. After transferring knowledge, farmers in both subdistricts began to use the remaining coffee flowers in
the agroforestry garden to make tea, which is expected to create more income for farmers. In sum, government
policy should support research investment so as to enhance community economics simultaneously enhance
farmers’ learning by doing preserve agroforestry wisdom to save an environment in Uttaradit Province,
Thailand.
Keywords: Knowledge transfer, Adding-value coffee, Agroforestry

Introduction
Uttaradit is a province located in northern Thailand. It is characterized by 3 types of topography: alluvial plains,
valley and wavy slope plains, as well as highlands and mountains. In alluvial plains, people earn their living as
farmer planting rice. People living in the highland and mountain areas are fruit growers who have adopted local
wisdom in planting fruit trees among other indigenous trees in the forests or in the high plain areas which is
called agroforestry system.
On the other hand, fruit growers have tendency to cultivate fruits in monocropping particularly cultivate Long
Laplae Durian because of high price more than other fruits such as langsat, longan, etc. Because of the high
returns, farmers have increasingly planted more durians in monocropping systems instead of agroforestry that is
1
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a wisdom of farmers in Uttaradit Province. Farmers and areas in both Nang Phaya Subdistrict and Ban Dan Na
Kham Subdistrict have realized how to preserve local wisdom as agroforestry with respect to environment,
simultaneously how to increase farmers’ income. To answer this question, Uttaradit Rajabhat University (URU)
and Thailand Science Research and Innovation (TSRI) work together with farmers’ areas to propose set of
research project in the name of “innovative development platform for revenue generation on high value
agroforestry resources in the East of Phi Pan Nam Moutain Range, Uttaradit Province with sustainable forest
reservation in Lablae District.” Under this research project, there were 18 research proposals to answer the
question how to enhance farmers’ income with conservative environment in agroforestry which represented a
local wisdom of farmers in Uttaradit Province. This study focused on only one project how to take research
results of the study of feasibility and product development of coffee flowers and peels under agroforestry from
researcher to farmers. A research questions guided the study does participate research increase the value of
coffee in the agroforestry system for farmers?
Objectives
To study the transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers and value-added coffee flowers and peels in
agroforestry systems
Theory to Develop Conceptual Framework
Becker et al. (1964) have proposed human capital theory. The theory provided the concept to develop
educational models following the type of human investment which turned to human capital calculating as
lifetime-income earnings. T W. Schultz (1975) has indicated human capability dividing into 5 substances; 1)
ability to learn 2) ability to do useful work 3) ability to play 4) ability to create something and 5) ability to deal
with disequilibria economics. All of these capacities were called human capital which affected productivity
labors as farmers in this study.
Everett Roger (1995) have developed diffusion of innovation theory. The theory focused on social and culture
have been changed by new matters which was diffusion from one social to another social. A new social changing
depended on an acceptant level of process divided into 5 steps as following 1. awareness stage 2. interest stage 3.
evaluation stage 4. trial stage 5. adoption stage. If the diffusion process development to adoption stage, new
social is able to change effectively from new matters.
Pririya Pholphirul (2015) summarized idea of educational economics for lifelong learning. Lifelong learning is
able to enhance such countries to meet inclusive growth and sustainable. Therefore, investment of educational
system should not only pay attention to formal education but also it should focus more on non-formal education,
self-directed learning. To do so, people in such countries will gain more skills adapting their many challenges so
that they are able to enhance their productivities.
As mention earlier, the research paper lays foundation to develop conceptual framework with respect to
capability approach. Due to human having ability to learn at differently acceptant level, if they accept matters
with learning by doing those matters, they are able to lifetime-income earnings.
Literature Review
A literature review focuses on the issue investment to human capital in particular investment of informally
educational system. Moreover, such knowledge should be transfer to informal as well. To meet life-long
learning, investment on research projects are not only reach innovative matters, but also it may assist to reduce
gap of knowledge, particularly formal education as followings:
Chapman P.G. (1993 quoted Pririya Pholphirul: 2015: 43) proposed concept life cycle model which shown
factors; hours of work, earnings, and training affecting human capital accumulation. In terms of earning, the
income increased during the workforce was still young which income was increased throughout life, but when
getting older until old age may decrease when approaching retirement age. With respect to working hours, they
would increase at a young age and would gradually decrease. As we get older, working hours will reach their
peak before their incomes and wages reach their highest levels. Education and training will occur only at a young
age from then it will decrease somewhat faster than other factors. Human capital will be accumulated
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continuously from a young age and will increase gradually throughout life, however, the rate of accumulation of
human capital will gradually decrease towards the end of life.
Bunkong Hanjangsit (2000) proposed that factors affecting lifetime-income earnings comprised of knowledge
experience, healthy progress in career and economic and social development. Knowledge measured by proxied
level of income; experience was received more on training which was increase working effectiveness; healthy
affected work effectiveness but decreasing follow age increase; personal income depended on progression of
career path. The increasing income depended on economics and social in country.
Andrew D. Foster et al (2011) studied learning by doing and learning from others: human capital and technical
change in agriculture. The study collected data in rural Indian households by training program of high-yielding
seed verities (HYVs) which associated to the Green Revolution. The study tested into two model; the first tested
a model incorporating learning by doing and the latter tested learning spillovers. With respect to, model
incorporating learning by doing results indicated that the management faced imperfect knowledge of the new
seeds was a significant barrier to adoption; this barrier diminished as farmer experience with the new
technologies gaining more knowledge. In terms of spillovers, the study found that farmers with experienced
neighbors are significantly more profitable than those with inexperienced neighbors. The extent of the effects
points that a given increase in average experience by a farmer’s neighbors increases profitability by almost twice
as much as the same enhance in own experience.
Pattana Jierwiriyapant et al., (2012) studied factors affecting organic rice production adoption of farmers in
Northern Thailand. The study took questionaires and were in depth-interviewed 87 farmers at Chiangmai and
Prae provinces which were the agriculatural group ‘rainbow farm.’ The results shown that there were 5 factors
affecting organic rice adoption; learning resource, social factors, physical factors, economic factors biological
factors, and production factors. From these results, most of these farmers began using organic methods after
attending training sessions that began in 2009 and therefore have 1or 2 years experiences in organic rice farming.
The majority of the participants commented that “learning by doing” is very important in their decision-making
process with concern for own health in terms of physical factors.
Goodlife International AISBL (2013) developed the training model for farming community in the Adoni region
of Andhra Prodesh, India. The purposive sampling adopted because farmers the Adoni region which depend
heavily on farming for their livelihood, primarily growing cotton rice and chilli’s in over 140 village. The
project aimed to reach 100,000 farmer families over a four-year period. The training program comprised of
integrated pest management (IPM), responsible use and the secure storage of crop protection products. The
results have found that 93% of farmers are able to identify beneficial insects immediately after training and 94%
two years later. 95% of farmers consistently understand pesticide labels immediately after training and 99% two
years later. 94% of farmers wear personal protective equipment immediately after training and 100% two years
later. 98% consistently store pesticides safely immediately after training and 99% two years later. In sum,
educating farmers in Adoni has been enables them to properly use crop protection products to maximize their
productivity. Farmers have made the connection that IPM and the responsible use of crop protection products are
essential elements in growing sustainable, high quality crops.
Gabriela et al. (2016) studied knowledge flows and linkage with universities: the vision of Mexican farmers. The
data surveyed from Mexican farmers in 2011. The main finding is that training, participation in farmer
organizations and the geo graphical location matter to explain the tendency that a farmer establishes links with
researchers. Establishing links, concerning to the propensity of knowledge sharing with other farmers, as well as
organizations that include a variety of agents related to the innovation process and a set of idiosyncratic factors
specific to the region (e.g. a more communal type of culture) are relevant for this matter.
Dan (2017) studied knowledge training and the change of fertilizer use intensity: evidence from wheat farmer in
China. The study found that farmer in China lack of knowledge to use fertilizer; they employed its very intensity.
The study tested two kinds of knowledge training; traditional one-time training and in-field guidance. The results
showed that the traditional one-time training has a small effect on fertilizer use intensity reduction around 4% on
average, whereas the in-field guidance has a larger effect on fertilizer use intensity reduction about 17% on
average. In sum, the in-field training is more effective than the traditional on-time training.
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Behaghel Luc et al. (2017) investigate the impact of farmer to farmer training on agricultural productivity in
Uganda. The results shown that farmer to farmer training program on Uganda farmers’ knowledge and use of
improve dairy farming practices, as well as dairy production and revenues. Overall, the farmer to farmer training
program improved farmers’ knowledge, productivity and revenues.
Sandra et al. (2018) studied local and farmers’ knowledge matters; how integrating informal and formal
knowledge enhances sustainable and resilient agriculture. Analysis in 11 case studied found that the potential of
local farmer knowledge is not being optimally used and that a better integration of various forms of knowledge is
needed. The authors proposed several ways in which different kinds of knowledge can be integrated. One
prominent way the authors suggested that farmers can be done by synthesizing knowledge from different sources
through farmer networking. In particularly, networking between farmers and researchers have been sharing
knowledge exchange, joint learning which are crucial if agriculture is to become sustainable and resilient.
Kelvin Mashisia Shikuku et al. (2019) studied incentive and the diffusion of agricultural knowledge: experiential
evidence from northern Uganda. The research was randomly-selected disseminating farmers (DFs) which
designed to three experiment; 1) training about climate smart agricultural 2) training plus a material reward for
knowledge diffusion, and 3) training plus a reputation (or social recognition). The results shown that leveraging
social recognition had a positive impact on DFs’ experimentation and diffusion effort. This social outcome is
stronger than that measured in the private material rewards treatment.
From theories and related literature reviews, research results found not only formal education but also informal
education tended to increasing labor productivity turning to income increasing. Also, the investment of human
capital not only invest formal education but invest on researches to produce innovative products. To do so,
researchers transfer knowledge to farmers which in turn increasing farmers’ income. From this point of view,
this research eventually realized even farmers’ education at the level primary school, they are able to earn more
income by educated new knowledge as T W. Schultz (1975) believed in human capability. Thus, the conceptual
framework has developed by knowledge transfer, including learning by doing from researchers to farmers, they
are able to produce tea or nourishing cream from coffee flowers and peels as following.

Conceptual framework

Research
Investment

Tea from coffee
flowers and peels
Voluntary
farmers

Researcher
study
feasibility

Knowledge transfer
Nourishing cream from
coffee flowers and
peels

Learning by doing

Products:
Tea,
nourishing
cream from
coffee flowers
and peels

Researchers
Research design
The aim of this paper is to explore the transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers and value-added coffee
flowers and peels in agroforestry systems. Hence, after research results having possibility to produce tea or
nourishing cream from coffee flowers and peels, the study adopted participatory research to transfer knowledge
to farmers as well as learning by doing so that farmers produce tea or nourishing cream. The research methods
are as follows:
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1. Specific samples were selected from farmers who were interested in learning how to make coffee
flowers, coffee peels, and then develop tea leaves or skin creams at Nang Phaya Subdistrict 30 peoples
and Ban Dan Na Kham Subdistrict 13 peoples.
2. Researchers describe to farmers such topics;
2.1 Composition and value of coffee
2.2 The collection of coffee for use
2.3 Making tea from flowers and coffee peels
2.4 Making skin care products from coffee flowers and coffee peels
2.5 Demonstration and experiment in making tea and skin cream
3. Measure knowledge and understanding from the transfer of knowledge of researchers to farmers by using
questionnaires as a measuring tool.
4. Farmers put the knowledge into practice, developing a tea leaf product or original skin cream with
researchers. Researchers have shown prototype products of tea leaf and skin cream to farmers.
5. Data analysis; descriptive analysis statistics, maximum, minimum, average value are used for basic data
analysis. Statistic t-test to measure comparative understanding before participating in the knowledge transfer
program after participating in the knowledge transfer among farmers.
Data Analysis and Results
In Nang Phaya Subdistrict, 30 farmers who were transferred knowledge from researchers. It was found that 30
farmers sold only cherry coffee beans. Farmers’ age were average 46 years and having cultivated land on
average 4 Rai. Also, the highest income from the sale of cherry coffee beans was 60,000 baht per year. The
lowest income was 0 baht, representing an average income of 8,153.33 baht per year as summary in table 1.

Table 1: Descriptive statistic
Farmers

Min

Max

Average

Age (year)

30

67

46

Cultivated land (Rai)

1

15

4

Income from cheery coffee (Baht)

300

60,000

10,190

Source: Analyzed from questionnaire
In terms of farmers’ level of education, 12 farmers graduated elementary school which was the highest number.
The least number was equal 4 farmers who graduated senior high school as following in table 2.
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Table 2: Famers’ level of education statistic
Level of education

Person

Elementary School

12

Secondary School

9

Junior High School

5

Senior High School

4

Total

30
Source: Analyzed from questionnaire

After transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers, famers understood after learning by doing average 4.4
scores which was more than before adopted knowledge equal 1.77 scores, thus different average was significant
as be shown in table 3.

Table 3: Analysis of Paired Samples Statistics

Transferred
knowledge

Average
knowledge

Different
Average

Standard
Deviation

T

Sig. (2-tailed)

Before transfer
knowledge

2.63

-1.77

1.07265

-9.02

0.000

After transfer

4.40

knowledge
Source: Analyzed from questionnaire
Farmers were enthusiastic after adopting knowledge. They intended to produce tea or skin cream so that they
expected to earn more income 50-60% for 10 farmer (33.3%) which was the most frequency of expect income as
shown in table 4
Table 4 After adopted knowledge, farmers forecasting their income will be increase from producing coffee
flowers to produce tea and skin cream
% expected income

frequency

Percentage

Accumulative percentage

10-20%

6

20.0

20.0

30-40%

5

16.7

36.7

50-60%

10

33.3

70.0

70-80%

8

26.7

96.7

90-100%

1

3.3

100.0

Total

30

100.0

100.0

Source: Analyzed from questionnaire
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At Ban Dan Na Kham Subdistrict 13 farmers who were transferred knowledge from researchers. Farmers’ age
were average 46 years and having cultivated land on average 22 Rai. Also, the highest income was 500,000 baht
per year. The lowest income was 1,000 baht, representing an average income of 193,000 baht per year. Farmers
in Ban Dan Na Kham Subdistrict had more income from coffee than Famers’ Nang Phaya Subdistrict due to
farmers at Ban Dan Na Kham Subdistrict selling coffee more value-added such as coffee flowers cherry coffee
beans and coffee process as coffee pour-over as summary in table 5.

Table 5: Descriptive statistic
Farmers

Min

Max

Average

Age (year)

23

66

46

Cultivated land (Rai)

1

70

22

Income coffee* (Baht)

1000

500,000

193,000

Source: Analyzed from questionnaire
*income from cherry coffee, coffee flowers and coffee process as pour-over
In terms of farmers’ level of education, 5 farmers graduated elementary school which was the highest number.
The least number was equal 1 farmer who graduated senior high school. Farmers graduated in bachelor degree 2
farmers as following in table 6.
Table 6: Famers’ level of education statistic
Level of education

Person

Elementary School

5

Secondary School

2

Junior High School

1

Senior High School

3

Bachelor degree

2

Total

13
Source : Analyzed from questionnaire

After transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers, famers understood after training average 4.62 scores
which was more than before adopted knowledge equal 2.00 scores, thus different average was significant as be
shown in table 7.
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Table 7: Analysis of Paired Samples Statistics

Transferred
knowledge

Average
knowledge

Different
Average

Standard
Deviation

T

Sig. (2-tailed)

Before
transfer
knowledge

2.62

-2.00

0.816

-8.832

0.000

After transfer

4.62

knowledge
Source: Analyzed from questionnaire
Farmers were enthusiastic after adopting knowledge so as to produce tea or skin cream; they expected to earn
more income 70-80% for 8 farmer (61.54%) which was the most frequency of expect income as shown in table 8

Table 8 After adopted knowledge, farmers forecasting their income will be increase from producing coffee
flowers to produce tea and skin cream
% expected income

frequency

Percentage

Accumulative percentage

10-20%

1

7.69

7.69

30-40%

0

0.00

7.69

50-60%

4

30.77

38.46

70-80%

8

61.54

100.0

90-100%

0

0.00

100.0

Total

30

100.0

100.0

Source: Analyzed from questionnaire

Conclusion and Discussion
The motivation of this study was to demonstrate the significance of human capital be able to enhance capability
even the majority of farmers graduated primary school. The investment on research was an important to
university and funders working as networking with participating to farmers or areas. To do so, the linkage had
shown transfer knowledge from researchers to farmers were able to enhance famers’ knowledge. The diffusion
of knowledge had tendency to acceptance by farmers due to their expecting more income. Furthermore,
researchers from Rajabhat Uttaradit University worked to farmers and areas as social networking thus the
knowledge diffusion was effective with the same results of Sandra et al. (2018) and Kelvin Mashisia Shikuku et
al. (2019). At present, after farmers’ having more knowledge, farmers in both subdistricts began to produce tea
from their coffee flowers in the agroforestry; they have expected to increasing their income more than produce
nourishing cream. In terms of nourishing cream, farmers have hesitated to produce because they lack of
knowledge bringing their products to meet standard from Food and Drug Administration. In sum, government
policy should support research investment so as to enhance community economics with valued add products
simultaneously enhance farmers’ learning by doing preserve agroforestry wisdom to save an environment in
Uttaradit Province, Thailand.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to examine the structure of representations of entrepreneurs in media, scientific and
literary discourses that are predominantly based on the masculine form of entrepreneurship. The research
question is: How is the meaning of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship created, and how is it transmitted across
different historical periods? The article relies on an interpretative approach (paradigm) for entrepreneurship,
which is a reflection of the view that entrepreneurs can be better understood in their social milieu. The
ontological position determines entrepreneurship through interpretations and is constructed through the social
interactions of people. The epistemological position is determined by the knowledge of entrepreneurship whose
representations are found in narratives, discourses and textual data. Previous research on entrepreneurial
representations is most often focused on social representations of entrepreneurs in print media (daily newspapers
and magazines intended for general and professional, business audiences). In addition to the analysis of
discourse in the print media, part of the research is focused on the analysis of the scientific discourse on
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship and the political discourse on entrepreneurship. Fictional storytelling
(literature, film, television series) is also one way of representing entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs. The article
provides an overview of current scientific and media representations and analyzes the literary representation of
entrepreneurial masculinity and femininity in Krleža's trilogy on Glembaj family. Using the discourse analysis
method, dominant and “hidden” discourses are revealed. The dominant discourse is related to the construction of
entrepreneurship as a masculine phenomenon and a predominantly stereotypical portrayal of female characters,
but there is a clear departure from such an approach by portraying seemingly passive and enterprising women,
indicating the existence of a "long shadow" of separating spheres, small shifts from stereotypes and the need for
using new methods and approaches in entrepreneurship research as a challenge to existing dominant discourse.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, masculinity, femininity, discourse analysis
JEL Codes: L31
Introduction
In the last quarter of the twentieth century and at the beginning of the 21st century, entrepreneurship became a
model for introducing innovative thinking, reorganizing, introducing innovations in a very broad field of action
to achieve goals such as social change and transformation (Steyaert and Katz, 2004, p.182). This is much more
than a simplistic view of entrepreneurship as a driver of commercial activity and economic growth. Although
economic discourse is dominant in entrepreneurship research, as a phenomenon that determines the success of
cities, regions and countries, entrepreneurship is a complex economic, social and cultural mix that requires a
multidimensional approach and views from different angles. Focusing on, for example, fast-growing businesses
or business billionaires as exemplars of entrepreneurs fails to grasp the entrepreneurial process in the broader
social context. As the focus of research and insight expands, it can be recognized how the community can be
stimulating to grow or create entrepreneurial ventures. Moving away from a closer look at the entrepreneur of a
special case - a special person, special competence or special situation in a particular time and space - makes it
possible to study entrepreneurship in everyday life - almost everywhere, at any time, about anyone.
Entrepreneurship, as a term and a phenomenon, complex and multilayered, it takes different meanings for
differrent groups of actors. Thus, we perceive different discourses depending on whether entrepreneurs,
politicians, business promoters, scientists, economic policy makers are talking about entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship can be viewed as a concept through the image of a socially constructed phenomenon with
different layers of meaning (Smith and Anderson, 2007).
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In this paper we use a perspective that takes into account the semiotic approach (how language produces
meaning and transmits it through time and space through representations) and the discursive approach (what are
the effects and consequences of representation). In this case, the artistic representation of the entrepreneurs
(Krleža's trilogy on Glembaj) opens the space for analyzing the discourse on entrepreneurs on more "below the
surface" topics identified. The aim of the article is not to reconstruct the entrepreneurial role from the time when
Krleža places his dramatic texts and prose from the Glembay cycle, but to analyze how the meaning of
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship is created and how it is transmitted to others and through different historical
periods.
The Social Construction of Entrepreneurship and the Role of Language
The "economic aura" of entrepreneurship implies that most entrepreneurship scholars are pursuing their
scientific "socialization" in economic disciplines, and that developing new discourses is something like learning
a new language (Steyaert and Katz, 2004). The framework, which is much broader than a narrow economic view
of entrepreneurship, is in the multidiscourse area that entrepreneurship enrolls in the field between the social
sciences and humanities. The inclusion of an aspect of culture opens the possibility of including different ranges
of discourse, from social to symbolic, textual, anthropological and literary (Steyaert and Katz, 2004). By
incorporating a cultural view of entrepreneurship, a social view of entrepreneurship is developed (Swedberg,
2000) and allows for some kind of history-making (Spinoza et al., 1997).
Social constructions applied to entrepreneurship have their ontological and epistemological starting points. In
simplistic terms, in the ontological approach to social construction, reality is social construction, the creation of
humans (Smith and Anderson, 2007). This implies that "truth" is the result of social negotiation. The ontological
position (seeing reality) determines entrepreneurship through intersubjective interpretations and is constructed
through social interactions of people (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2009). Epistemologically, social constructs are
not based on facts but on values (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). On the epistemological side, the broad framework of
the "sociology of knowledge" interprets that knowledge is developed, transmitted, and maintained in social
situations (Berger and Luckmann, 1967). textual data.
Understanding reality is created in a social context, people construct knowledge and behavior based on their
perception and experience whereby language provides a system of categories for our experiences and gives them
meaning and serves as a mediator in our construction of reality (Burr, 1995). In this context, metaphors and
stereotypes are reflections of language categories (Achtenhagen and Welter, 2011). They represent the socially
constructed meanings of entrepreneurship, which are otherwise difficult to capture since they are rarely
articulated, are actually taken for granted (Anderson, Drakopolou Dodd and Jack, 2009). We can view social life
as interconnected networks of social practices of various forms (economic, political, cultural, family).
According to Fairclough (2001), discourse is in representations. Social actors in any practice produce
representations of other practices as well as "reflective" representations of their own practice, during their
activity within the practice. In doing so, they “recontextualize” other practices (Chouliaraki and Fairclough,
1999). Representation is a process of social construction of practices, including reflexive self-construction representations enter the space of social interactions and shape social processes and practices. Atherton (2004)
states that representations influence us and shape our worldview. The way in which people, events and
phenomena present, inform and reflect common values and views, but these representations are not objective and
do not rely on facts but are conditioned by our value system.
Research is most often focused on the social representations of entrepreneurs in the print media (daily
newspapers and magazines intended for general, professional and business audiences). Their impact on the
entrepreneurial process and entrepreneurial intention is examined (Radu and Redien-Collot, 2008), or the social
representations of women in particular countries are analyzed, primarily representations of women entrepreneurs
in the press (Achtenhagen and Welter, 2011; Lämsä and Tiensuu, 2002). In addition to the analysis of discourse
in print media, part of the research focuses on the analysis of the scientific discourse on entrepreneurs and
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entrepreneurship and the political discourse on entrepreneurship. Fictional storytelling (literature, film, television
series) is also one way of representing entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs (Kim, 2015).
In order for something to be considered as a representation in the literature according to Young (1999), three
conditions must be fulfilled. If something is a representation of a particular object, then someone must support
that object. The second condition is about intentionality - there is the intention of representation, and the third
condition is recognition: part of the audience should have certain abilities to recognize representations. Most
national teams are created in accordance with specific rules or conventions.
Methodology
As suggested by Achtengen and Welter (2007) the following procedure has been used in this article (based on
methodology developed by Siegrfried Jäger which is influenced by Foucault):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

characterization of the discursive level,
gathering of the data,
structural analysis,
fine-grained analysis,
integrative analysis.

The selected characterization of the discursive level in this research is fictional text from Glembay cycle written
by Croatian writer Miroslav Krleža. In addition to three dramas (In agony, Messrs. Glembay, Leda), the
Glembay cycle is composed of prose about Glembay family: novellas, fragments and literary portraits of the
characters of the Glembay circle.
The texts were selected on the basis of several criteria: a) the texts were written in Croatia at a time of market
economy (considering that Croatia developed as a socialist country within the planned economy from 19451991), b) the text was in the form of prose and drama, c) the text contains a detailed description of the
entrepreneur; d) there is a reception of the work within a wider range of readers / viewers. These criteria fit
(adapted for the purposes of this research) to Feldmeier's dimensions (table 1).
Table 1. Feldmeier’s dimensions
Entrepreneur

Personal context
Professional context
Societal – political context

Work

Formal criteria/stylistic means
Time and history of origins of work
Positioning within complete works of an author

Author

Author’s own background, and background regarding
entrepreneurship and interest in entrepreneurship

Reader

Audience
Recepcion
Source: Achtengen & Welter (2007), p. 203.
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The texts form Glembay cycle deal with the events and the breakup and bankruptcy of the family Glembay. The
drama is commonly performed in the standard repertoire of major theatres across Croatia, and it is considered a
classic of Croatian literature.
Results and Discussion
The results of the discourse analysis of the selected texts reveal: 1. the dominant discourse on entrepreneurs is
the masculine construction of entrepreneurship and its influence on society, 2. the hidden discourse in seemingly
passive women shows entrepreneurial necessity motivation. The dominant discourse is related to the
construction of entrepreneurship as a masculine phenomenon and a predominantly stereotypical portrayal of
female characters. Stereotyping in the portrayal of female characters can be seen in all the main female
characters: Charlotte (Messrs. Glembay), Klara and Melita (Leda) (Oklopčić, 2008). The dominant discourse is
about a male entrepreneur who "employs and feeds more than ten thousand heads!" (Krleža, 2012: 298).
Masculine entrepreneurial heroes are also linked to the preservation of national identity through the figures of
strong domestic entrepreneurs ("… it is important for our poor illiterate people who do not have their own
economic classes”) (Krleža, 2012, p.297)
In addition to dominant discourse, we can also discover in the margins very important elements that hold the key
into space which is little more than the dominant, official version. It is particularly evident in the drama In
Agony in which the almost subversive character of Laura Lenbach appears. In contrast to scientific
interpretations in the humanities, Laura Lenbach will be seen in the context of necessity entrepreneurship. She is
dissatisfied with her economic and social status, but still willing to take responsibility for her own survival. She
is economically and commercially active in the difficult conditions of the post-war transition. From our
perspective, the perception of transition is related to recent social and economic processes in Central and Eastern
European countries, including Croatia, but this process is still present in Croatia after the First World War which
mean change of state, changes in social structures and consequently changed economic opportunities for social
actors.
Laura says: "I am a man who earns his bread with his own hands ... Did I not become a needlewoman?“ The
term needlewoman signified the difficult economic position of women at the time of the emergence of market
economy and urbanization both in Croatia and across Europe (Vuković, 2015). As a small business owner, Laura
takes care of the existence of over 10 people: "I do not play, I work, I have over ten people in care, I have no
money for material ..." (Krleža, 2012, p.428). Laura is forced to do all the business related to purchasing,
manufacturing, selling products and related services. She faces problems that every small business owner has
had in the past and still has in our modern market economy.
The results of the discourse analysis of Krleža's Glembay cycle written in the 20th century are in line with the
research of discourse analysis of scientific and literary works of the 19th century in Croatia (Vuković, 2015).
Despite the infiltration of women into almost all industries in 19th century, it seems that the concept of
entrepreneurial success has not been gender neutral. The lack of women ownership and leadership (except for
rare exceptions) in large companies is probably due to the lack of human capital (education), but also to the
absence of financial capital and significant assets in general. Hamilton (2013, p.94) points out that “we can hear
echoes of the ideology of the separate spheres in contemporary discourse in entrepreneurship”.
Conclusion
The “linguistic turn” and the postmodern approach have encouraged some researchers to pay attention to
language and representations in the research process in entrepreneurship research (Hjorth, 2007). Unlike an
organizational world saturated with a managerial line dominated by "successful strategies" for change,
entrepreneurship seems like the emergence of breaking such strategies, which fulfills the space of their cracks,
and, if done at the right time, triggers an entrepreneurial event that represents change and transformation (Hjorth,
2007). Against the backdrop of such events that mean creating an entrepreneurial opportunity, lies, among other
things, the everyday life of the entrepreneur's person with his passions, desires, joys, sorrows, envy. In the
entrepreneurial process, we can also recognize the elements of drama and dramaturgy. Anderson (2005)
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examines the dramaturgical-theatrical approach to understanding entrepreneurship by asking: if theater is a
mirror of society, how can it be reflected on entrepreneurship? In order to do so, entrepreneurship must be
viewed as a social process in which businesses emerge from social and economic exchange (Holmquist and
Lindgren, 2002; see Anderson). The dramatic approach to entrepreneurship consists in recognizing the meaning
of change that emerges through the play of the social, individual and contextual (Anderson, 2005). Kostera and
Kominski (2001) point out that in times of great, systematic change, when old values, symbols, and institutions
disappear and new ones emerge, the ability to learn and improvise becomes especially important (Anderson,
2005).
In Glembays’ characters and situations, socio-historical explicitness is expressed "as a result of the author's
tendency to speak across the stage about the social context" (Žmegač, 2001, p. 66). In today's representations of
entrepreneurs, we can also find reflections of Krleža's representations of entrepreneurs from the Glembay cycle.
The transition of society and economy reactualizes Krleža's representations of entrepreneurs, so the social
representations of today's entrepreneurs (in the media), for example, use the metaphor of "Glembay's return in
grand style" (Schwarm, 2011) and reflect one of the present views on entrepreneurs in the transition society:
there is no doubt that Ignac Glembay’s “spiritual descendants today acquired their first million in a criminal or
at least unlawful and immoral way”. This is applicable to the wider context of former socialist and communist
countries which opens up opportunities for exploring representations of entrepreneurship across time and space
in specific contexts.
Besides such male “hero” entrepreneurs, there were also female entrepreneurs with their entrepreneurial survival
strategy that characterizes most women's entrepreneurial ventures of small crafts and trades. Trapped in a society
of rigid gender roles, women have escaped social control through their business and entrepreneurial activity,
having secured a shift to individuality and economic independence through the struggle for personal and family
existence.
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Abstract
Fine particulate matter is known to seriously damage human health and many countries suffer from air pollution
problems. As these problems became a social issue, the awareness about the problems has increased.
Accordingly, some studies have analyzed the impact of fine particulate matter on outdoor leisure activities and
found a statistically significant negative impact on outdoor leisure activity hours. However, there has not been
research on the relationship between fine particulate matter and indoor leisure activity. Thus, an empirical
research on this topic is warranted. According to a survey report on cultural enjoyment in Korea in 2018, the
most popular indoor leisure activity was watching films at the theater. Thus, this study analyzes the relationship
between watching movies and the rates of fine particulate matter concentration. We collected actual daily data in
2018 on fine particulate matter (PM10), meteorological variables, pollution variables, and the number of visitors
at the theaters in Seoul, Korea. After conducting a multiple regression analysis on the explanatory factors of the
number of theater visitors, we found that the degree of PM10 is positively related to the number of theater
visitors, confirming the hypothesis that higher rates of fine particulate matter lead to greater number of movie
theater visitors.
Keywords: Fine particulate matter, Movie theater, Air pollution, Indoor leisure activities
Introduction
Many countries are experiencing serious air pollution problems due to rapid urbanization and industrial growth.
In Korea, the fine particulate matter phenomenon has recently become a social issue. Fine particulate matter is an
air pollutant of very small particles that causes rapid and chronic respiratory problems, and in the case of
ultrafine particulate matter, which is smaller particles, it has a fatal effect on our bodies by raising the possibility
of cardiovascular disease and cerebrovascular disease. With the increasing severity of fine particulate matter, the
government is using fine particulate matter forecasts to inform the public in real time in terms of the level of
good, normal, bad and very bad based on the classification standards of the nation's environment. Therefore,
information on fine particulate matter has become readily accessible to anyone, affecting people's outdoor
activities as well.
In this regard, various studies are being conducted in relation to fine particulate matter in various academic
circles. In particular, studies related to outdoor activities are being conducted relatively actively in relation to
changes in people's activities due to the concentration of fine particulate matter, while Zhang Fenglin &
Mackjoong Choi (2018) identified the negative effects of fine particulate matter on outdoor leisure activities
participants. In addition, in a study of visitors to the ancient palace, Junghyung Cho & Youngjae Kim (2017)
revealed that the higher the amount of fine particulate matter, the lower the number of young children. While
studies related to outdoor activities are relatively active, studies related to indoor activities are somewhat lacking.
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In this study, we wanted to focus on ‘interior activities’ to find out the changes in activities caused by fine
particulate matter. Based on the “Survey Report on Cultural Enjoyment 2018" conducted by the Ministry of
Culture, Sports and Tourism, this study statistically analyzed the trend of changes in the number of theater
visitors due to changes in the concentration of fine particulate matter and watching movies, which account for
the highest percentage of leisure activities.
In other words, there is an academic significance that the number of theater visitors can be compared with the
number of theater visitors on days when fine particulate matter is high and on days when it is not. In addition,
this process will be meaningful in that it will provide a direction on which marketing activities should be
centered to attract more visitors.
Prerequisite Study Review
There are no direct studies of the effects of weather on movie viewing, but there are many studies on the effects
of weather on leisure activities. According to Yongkwan Lee (2012), both men and women increase their leisure
time and enjoy indoor media in case of rain. This can be interpreted as an increase in indoor activity time due to
bad weather conditions. Seomkyun Lee (2017) also used weather and fine particulate matter data to study the
number of spectators per day in professional baseball, soccer and professional basketball, as well as the effects of
weather and fine particulate matter on the purpose of watching. Similarly, Youngchul Lee (2004) revealed
significant changes in sales in the sports industry depending on the season and weather, and mentioned the need
for active marketing accordingly.
People become passive about outdoor activities when fine particulate matter levels are high (Hyunyoung Lee &
Namjo Kim, 2017). A number of studies have been conducted to identify the correlation between fine particulate
matter and leisure activities, given that fine particulate matter has a high correlation with external activities.
Misuk Seo (2015) studied that external activity time decreases significantly with higher fine particulate matter
concentration, while Zhang Fenglin & Mackjoong Choi (2018) demonstrated the negative correlation between
fine particulate matter concentration and people's external activity time.
A research question
As previously stated, we wanted to find out the correlation between fine particulate matter and indoor leisure
activities because there is not enough research to date to learn about the patterns of indoor activities due to the
increase of fine particulate matter. According to the "Survey Report on Cultural Enjoyment 2018" conducted by
the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, watching movies, one of the most popular indoor leisure activities
in Korea, is the most important part of cultural life. While there is some research that looks at the effects of
weather or fine particulate matter on leisure activities, none has seen the impact between fine particulate matter
and movie viewing. Therefore, this study focuses on watching movies, one of the most popular leisure activities
in Korea, and it is to find out how other factors such as air pollution and weather are affecting watching movies,
focusing on fine particulate matter. The research issues of this study are as follows.
A research question: What is the correlation between fine particulate matter levels and watching movies in
theaters?
This study set the number of theater visitors as a dependent variable and the concentration of fine particulate
matter as a key independent variable. Other variables were considered based on prior research. Zhang Fenglin
(2018) identified the negative effects of fine particulate matter on participants in outdoor leisure activities.
H1: The higher the concentration of fine particulate matter, the more justice the number of theater visitors will
have.
H2: The temperature and the number of theater visitors will represent a U-shaped relationship.
H3: Air pollution will affect the number of theater visitors.
H3-1: The sulfur dioxide (SO2) will affect the number of theater visitors.
H3-2: Carbon monoxide (CO) will affect the number of theater visitors.
H3-3: Ozone (O3) will affect the number of theater visitors.
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Research method
Research subject
In this study, we used data of the top 10 daily theater visitors in Seoul for one year from January to December
2018 among box office daily data provided by the Korea Film Council. The total number of daily theater visitors
in the top 10 movies is more than 75% of the total theater visitors, so they represent the sample sufficiently
(SungAh Ahn & TaeJun Kim, 2003). In addition, as a result of the search trend of fine particulate matter from
January 2016 to December 2018, the number of researches for fine particulate matter increased every year.
As the fine particulate matter problem becomes more and more serious, it has become a social issue and has a
profound effect on our lives. The key variable indicating causality in this study is the fine particulate matter
concentration. The fine particulate matter concentration data of Seoul in 2018 provided by Air Korea was used
for the analysis. In addition, air temperature and air pollutant (SO2, CO, O3) data were crawled through the
Meteorological Agency's Meteorological Data Open Portal site for analysis.
Dependent variables
According to the news article, the BC Card Big Data Center analyzed card sales data generated during the winter
season (December 2017 - January 2018, December 2018 - January 2019) over the past two years. At the ‘bad’
level of fine particulate matter concentration, the decrease in outdoor activities and the increase in indoor leisure
activities led to a significant increase in credit card sales in multiplexes, theaters, and shopping malls. In
addition, according to the results of the ‘Survey on Leisure and Cultural Activity of Seoul Citizens 2016’ based
on the ‘National Leisure Activity Survey 2014’ by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and the ‘Seoul
Survey 2014’ by Seoul, it is reported that 63.5% of Seoul citizens go to the theater.
Based on the above two evidences, this study focuses on movie watching representing indoor leisure activities
and uses the number of theater visitors as a dependent variable by utilizing box office daily data provided by the
Korea Film Council. At this time, the natural logarithm of the number of theater visitors was used in the analysis
in order to improve the normality and obtain accurate values in the regression analysis.
Independent variables
PM10 find dust level
In this study, the daily average value of PM10 concentration in Seoul was analyzed by using data provided by
Air Korea. At this time, the daily fine particulate matter measurement value measured at 17 stations installed in
Seoul area was converted into an average value, and the fine particulate matter standard grade table according to
the classification standard of the Ministry of Environment of Korea was referred to. The fine particulate matter
standard grade table according to the Ministry of Environment is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: The fine particulate matter standard grade table according to the Ministry of Environment

environmental
standard
category

fine
particulate
matter

(daily

forecast level (daily average, ㎍/m³)

average,

㎍/m³)

good (0)

normal (1)

bad (2)

very bad (3)

100

0~30

31~80

81~150

151~

(PM10)
Source: Ministry of Environment of Korea

Control variables
Air pollutants (SO2, CO, O3)
According to the study, The Impact of Particulate Matter (PM10) on Outdoor Leisure Activities in Korea (Zhang
Fenglin & MackJoong Choi, 2018), it is necessary to consider the effects of other air pollutants in addition to
fine particulate matter since outdoor activities can vary not only with fine particulate matter, but also with
personal and regional characteristics. In fact, Analysis of time series models for PM10 concentrations at the
Suwon city in Korea (Hoonja Lee, 2010) was conducted by analyzing sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon
monoxide, and ozone as air data for analyzing fine particulate matter concentration.
This study also added sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and ozone (O3) concentrations mentioned in
the Air Quality Guidelines (AQG) of World Health Organization (WHO) as control variables.
Temperature and Temperature squared
In this study, the daily average temperature calculated using the Meteorological Agency's Meteorological Data
Open Portal data was included as a control variable. At this time, since there may be a nonlinear relationship
between the temperature and the number of theater visitors, the temperature squared value was used for the
analysis. In other words, the relationship between the temperature and the number of theater visitors is not a
straight line but a curved ‘U’. Because outdoor activities increase on days with moderate temperatures, it is
expected that indoor activities will increase on cold or hot days. In this study, the temperature squared variable
was also reflected because the relationship between temperature and the dependent variable was expected to be a
'U' shape rather than a straight line.
Weekends including official national holidays and weekdays
In this study, weekends including official national holidays and weekdays, which are expected to affect the
number of theater visitors, were used as control variables by making dummy variables as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Dummy variable for weekends including official national holidays and weekdays

category
weekends including
national holidays

dummy variable
official weekends (Saturday, Sunday), official national
holidays = 1

day of week
weekdays

Weekdays excluding official national holidays
(Monday ~ Friday) = 0

High season and Low season
In the movie industry, the high season is globally in July-August (summer season) and December-January (the
season including Christmas and New Year).
Therefore, in this study, the impact on the number of theater visitors was controlled by making the high season
and the low season as dummy variables. July-August and December-January were the high seasons, and the rest
of the months were the low seasons.
Analysis method
The analysis of this study was performed using the multiple linear regression method of Stata 13.0 statistical
program. Multiple linear regression analysis is an analysis method that takes continuous variables as dependent
variables. Considering that the number of theater visitors, which is the dependent variable, is a continuous
variable, this study determined that multiple linear regression analysis was the most appropriate method.
Results
Descriptive analysis
This study analyzed a period of one year from January to December, 2018. The number of theater visitors was
higher over the Weekends including official national holidays and weekdays, July-August (summer season) and
December-January (the season including Christmas and New Year). The results of descriptive statistics are
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

Variable

Unit

Mean

Std. Dev

Min

Max

ln(amount)

145858

87104

32107

456642

PM10

㎍/m3

94.91

49.25

21

470

Summer (month7~8)

dummy

Winter (month1~2)

dummy

Holiday

dummy

Temperature mean

℃

14.33

11.67

-13.98

35.66

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

amount

0.010

0.002

0.006

0.025

Carbon monoxide (CO)

amount

1.25

0.366

0.6

2.5

amount

0.059

0.028

0.008

0.191

Number
visitors

of

Ozone

theater

(O3)

Result of analysis
This study conducted a multiple linear regression to identify the effects temperature, air pollutants (SO2, CO,
O3), and fine particulate matter concentration on the number of theater visitors per day. The analysis result
demonstrated that R2 was 60.89 and had a high explanation power of the model. It is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Result of analysis

Dependent
variable

independent
variable

Std.dev

coeff

t-value

p-value

PM10

.0413

.0873

2.11

0.034

Temperature

.0413

-.0054

-1.07

0.285

Temperature

.0004

.0002

1.99

0.047

SO2

8.836

-20.847

-2.36

0.019

CO

.0752

.1118

1.49

0.138

1.188

-1.267

-1.07

0.287

.0424

.8987

21.15

0.000

.0901

.4033

4.48

0.000

New
Year .7579
holiday seasons

.3976

5.25

0.000

2

Number
of O
3
visitors at the
theaters
Holiday
(daily)
Summer season
Christmas /

R2 = .6102, adujusted R2 = .6003,
F = 61.74, p = .000

The rates of fine particulate matter concentration, which is the key independent variable, and the number of
theater visitors per day, which is the dependent variable of this study, had a positive (+) correlation with each
other at 5% significance level as shown in [Table 4], and thus Hypothesis 1 was accepted. This shows that if the
amount of fine particulate matter increases by 1 ㎍/m3, the number of theater visitors increases by 8%.
Considering that ‘watching theater movies’ is an indoor leisure activity, the higher the concentration of fine
particulate matter, the more people tend to go indoors. Next, Hypothesis 2 was rejected since there was no
correlation between temperature and the number of theater visitors unlike the expectation in this research design.
Because temperature change is considered a relatively temporary and transient phenomenon. Lastly, according to
the effects of air pollutants on the number of theater visitors, only SO2 among the air pollutants had a negative () effect at 95% significance level and thus only Hypothesis 3-1 was accepted. In addition, there was a strongly
positive (+) correlation at 1% significance level for the holiday dummy variable which included Weekends
including official national holidays and weekdays, dummy variables of July-August (summer season) and
December-January (the season including Christmas and New Year). In this point, people are more likely to enjoy
their leisure activity by going to a movie theater on Weekends including official national holidays and weekdays.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study was examined the concentration of fine particulate matter on movie watching, which is
one of the major leisure activities in South Korea. While there have been active researches on internal aspects of
movies or theater facilities as the determinants of movie-watching, this study is the first empirical research that
analyzed the effect of weather and air pollution on watching theater movies. The academic significance of this
study is that it is empirically analyzed what kind of factors are affect theater audience among weather
(temperature), fine particulate matter, and 3 types of air pollutants (SO2, CO, and O3). And this study can
contribute to multidisciplinary research through the empirical analysis of correlations between the ‘number of
theater visitors’ and ‘fine particulate matter’. Lastly, this research examined the effects of weather, fine
particulate matter and air pollutants on the number of theater visitors only in Seoul for one year from January 1
to December 31, 2018; thus, it will be meaningful to verify the annual trend by setting more areas and years.
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Abstract
People’s unfair gaining by cheating in order to ensure some interests is a phenomenon observed in every period
of history. The fact making the issue significant is the size and with of the damage arising from the fraudulent
operations. Indeed, Enron, Parmalat, Xerox and Imar Bank scandals experienced in recent years have clearly
shown that the damages of fraudulent operations do not stay limited to only the related organizational structure,
but affect corporate partners, investors, creditor individuals and institutions, employees and even all sections of
society. The fact that a small section benefits from fraudulent operations while a very large part of the society
was affected in a negative way necessitates the production of some proactive solutions in order to overcome
these losses and to prevent scandals and developing applications for the detection of these cases is also important
in terms of the determination of the damage.This study draws a theoretical framework in the scope of this issue
and points out the practices and measures to be taken in order to identify and prevent fraud cases.
Keywords: Fraud, Audit, Fraud Prevention
JEL Codes: M40, M42, M49

Introduction
Gaining unfair profits by fraud in order to derive some interest is a phenomenon that has been observed in every
period of history. What makes the issue important today, on the other hand, is the extent of the loss caused by
fraudulent transactions and their impact area. As a matter of fact, Enron, Parmalat, Xerox and İmar Bank
scandals in recent years have clearly indicated that that the losses caused by fraudulent transactions are not
limited to the organizational structure in question, but affect the company's shareholders and investors, creditor
persons and institutions, employees and even all segments of the society.
Fraudulent transactions provide great benefits to a small segment of society while they adversely affect a much
larger segment. Therefore, some proactive solutions need to be developed to eliminate these losses and prevent
scandals. It is also important to develop practices for the detection of such cases in terms of identifying the loss
and preventing it from growing to a larger scale.
Taking stand from this point, the present study draws a theoretical framework and identifies precautions to be
taken and practices to be applied in order to prevent and detect fraud cases. The study also analyzes current data
on the detection of fraud cases and brings recommendations regarding the practice.
The Concept of Fraud
As many news on the fraud of financial statements has been recently covered in the world media, the fraud
phenomenon has attracted public attention all over the world. With the increasing concerns about the concept of
fraud, it can be seen that trust in the accuracy and honesty of financial reports, along with the trust in quality and
efficiency of financial audit, have been damaged. Accounting practices are distorted, managers cut corners and
earning reports of enterprises reflect the wishes of management rather than actual performance. This lack of trust
in the quality of financial information adversely affects the effectiveness of capital markets and may impair the
trust of market participants, including investors and lenders, in the financial reporting process (Rezaee, 2002,
p.5).
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There are basically two illegal ways to reach a goal. The first way is by using force against the other party to get
what is desired, and the other is to seize the assets when the other party is not aware of it. The first one is called
theft and the second fraud. However, theft often presents a violent and traumatic situation while fraud cases lead
to high amount of material losses (Albrecht, Albrecht, Albrecht and Zimbelman, 2011, p.6).
The definition of fraud varies by different sources. Fraud refers to an umbrella concept including “corruption,
imposture, and irregularity”. The Turkish Language Association defines fraud (hile in Turkish) as “an order
organized to cheat, deceive someone”. In the Communiqué regarding Independent Auditing in Capital Markets,
the concepts of fraud and irregularity are defined in the same article as “deliberate deception behaviors of
individuals in business management and the persons in charge of management, business employees or third
parties in order to obtain a fair or unlawful interest”.
Comer defines fraud as; “gaining profit to the detriment of others through deceptive transactions” (Comer, 2003,
p.4).
It can be seen that the common point of these definitions of fraud is the intent of deception. In fact, what
distinguishes fraud from fault is the presence of intent. Therefore, gain obtained by individuals as a result of
unintentional transactions is regarded as fault and subject to different financial, legal and administrative
procedures, unlike fraud.
Fraud Types
Various classifications can be made in terms of fraud types as well as in definitions. F-According to Albrecht,
for instance, there are two basic types of fraud. Based on this classification, fraud is divided into two, being
“those committed against organization” and “those committed on behalf of organization”. The fraud actions in
the first category are generally employee-related and damage the enterprise while those committed on behalf of
organization are generally performed by the business managers and aim to benefit the organization (Albrecht,
Albrecht, Albrecht and Zimbelman, 2011, p.9).
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), on the other hand, proposes a classification based on the
concept of occupational fraud. Accordingly, fraud is divided into three, being “asset misappropriation, corruption
and fraudulent financial reporting” (ACFE, 2012, p.10).
In the asset misappropriation, which is the most common type of fraud, company assets are mostly misused or
unfairly seized by employees of the enterprise. For example, frauds such as the embezzlement of an amount
collected from the customer or other debtors by the accountant and not registering this amount in the customer's
account or transferring the money of the employees to the personal bank account are included in this group. It
gets a bit more difficult to uncover such actions if managers are involved in or actively take part in this fraud of
relatively small and insignificant amounts. Asset misappropriation may generally involve actions such as false or
misleading registering of records and issuing misleading documents. In case of corruption, on the other hand, an
employee may use his/her power to benefit himself and / or another by disregarding the rights of his employer or
someone else in the company (Erdoğan, 2013, p. 67).
Fraudulent financial reporting, another type of fraud, refers to deliberately misleading the users of the financial
statements by omitting or misrepresenting the amounts or disclosures required in the financial statements, and
such fraud actions are mostly committed by managers who direct, decide and implement the accounting policies
of the enterprise. Fraudulent financial reporting actions can be performed to introduce the business situation
better than it actually is with the purpose of influencing the perceptions of users of financial information
regarding the financial situation and success of the enterprise, as well as concealing corporate earnings, thus
ensuring less tax pay or paying less dividend. In most examples of fraudulent financial reporting, managers gain
personal benefit by presenting themselves as successful. Fraudulent financial reporting includes, but not limited
to, methods such as falsification and concealment of records and documents, issuing fraudulent or misleading
documents, neglect and violation of internal controls (Erdoğan, 2013, p. 67).
According to the data of Global Corruption Study conducted by AFCE in 2018, the cost of fraud cases to
organizations is at the level of 5% of their revenue, and the amount of loss resulting from such actions is at the
level of $ 4 trillion worldwide.
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The degree of the resulting cost requires statistical studies to be conducted on fraud types. As presented in the
results of ACFE’s investigation of the fraud cases worldwide, the frequency of asset misappropriation and the
occurrence of corruption cases are high (89% -38%, respectively) and the frauds of the financial statements are
low (10%). Nevertheless, the resulting financial loss was found higher in frauds of financial statement (ACFE,
2018, p.10). This is presented below based on ACFE's 2018 Global Corruption Study;
Graph 1: Categories of Occupational Fraud

Source: (ACFE, 2018, p.10)
As presented in the graphs, the share of the cost of financial statement frauds is quite high among total cost.
Factors That Reveal Fraud Cases
Financial difficulties of individuals, their passion for luxury life; addictions such as drinking, gambling, and
drugs; the pressures created by organizational faults can push people to fraud and corruption.
There are some incentives and pressures such as profitability targeting, performance-based remuneration that
lead managers and other employees to commit fraudulent behaviors.
There are three basic conditions that result in asset misappropriation, corruption, and fraudulent financial
reporting. When these three, defined as fraud triangle, come together, employees can commit fraud action
(Ramos, 2004, p.28). Basic features of fraud, pressure, opportunity, and rationalization are presented on the
fraud triangle.
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Figure-1: Fraud Triangle

Source: Joseph T. Wells, (2001). “Why Employees Commit Fraud.” Journal of Accountancy,
http://www.acfe.com/fraud/view.asp?ArticleID=41 (25.09.2019)
The fraud action is initiated with motivation or pressure factor that directs the employee to fraud. The idea of
fraud comes to the minds of employees due to need, greed, gambling, etc. and when it is combined with other
factors, fraud takes place (CIMA, 2008, p.13).
The factor of opportunity occupies an important place in the fraud triangle. Because, even if the employee has
decided to fraud, he must be able to seize an opportunity to take action. While some employees do not intend to
fraud at first, their perceptions of opportunity lead them to do (Coenen, 2008, p.12).
On condition that the enterprise;










Has a weak or inefficiency internal control system,
Does not have an audit mechanism which operates in a healthy and autonomous way
Does not have continuous audits,
Has insufficient management personnel,
Has managers exhibiting strict and unfair behaviors,
Has a faulty organizational structure,
Has errors in the policies of human sources,
Does not impose disincentive punishments,
Does not have an efficient hotline,

a fraud-friendly environment is generally created for individuals (Erdoğan, 2013, p. 68).
In an environment that includes the factors of opportunity and pressure, the people who commit fraud usually
internalize such actions and justify rationalize them.
At this stage, the employee makes the reason for fraud justifiable in his mind. The employee sees fraud as a right
and internally defends himself by offering various reasons. In this way, the act of fraud is not considered as a
crime anymore and the committer thinks that he/ she has the right to do so (CIMA, 2008, p.13).
Methods to Prevent and detect Fraud
It is not possible to completely prevent the fraudulent transactions performed by employees or top management,
yet it is possible to reduce the incidence and costs of such transactions. In this context, there are various control
methods and structures that need to require to be established and implemented by both management and
shareholders.
The measures and implementations that may be used by the management and shareholders within the scope of
preventing fraud cases are listed as follows;
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 To create harmonious top management,
 To ensure an audit committee to be elected among the board of management to assume an active
role in the monitoring and evaluating the management
 To carry out effective works and efforts with external audit firms,
 To establish a strong internal control structure,
 To establish human resources management to recruit honest and competent people,
 To provide an open and honest working environment,
 To establish an order in the enterprise to ensure the flow of information (Hotline),
 To establish the regulation on fraud policy and procedures (Güreli, p. 22).
In cases when these institutional structures are established, fraud incidents are less likely to occur although the
risk of fraud cannot be completely eliminated. In cases of fraud and corruption, the detection of such cases is
important both in terms of preventing damage and ensuring deterrence.
For the detection of fraud, on the other hand, fraud, methods such as “denouncement, management review, and
internal audit, and external audit, information processing audit, document review” are used. Of these methods,
denouncements are particularly important to detect fraud and misappropriation cases.
The detection methods identified in the 2018 Global Corruption Study published by ACFE through case studies
are presented below with percentage values.
Graph 2: Fraud Detection Methods

Source: (ACFE, 2018, p.17)
As presented in the graph, the most effective method of detecting fraud cases is denouncements and the
investigations carried out on these denouncements. Approximately half of the fraud and misappropriation cases
are identified at the end of the evaluation of incoming reports.
According to the studies conducted by ACFE, 53% of the denouncements are received from employees and 21%
from customers. Therefore, it is very important to establish efficient and regular hotline mechanisms to ensure
information flow in the enterprise for the detection of fraud cases. Studies show that the share of denouncements
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is 46% in organizational structures with such mechanisms and 30% in those that do not have these mechanisms
(ACFE, 2018, pp. 17-19).
The methods of fraud detection vary by region. For example, the rate of cases detected by the denouncement
method is 37% in the USA, 46% in Europe, 40% in Africa and 32% in Canada. The share of internal audit is
13% in the USA, 21% in Canada, 9% in Europe and 19% in Africa (ACFE, 2018, pp. 58-72).
Liability to Detect Fraudulent Transactions and the Task of Auditor
Those in management and top management are held liable to prevent and detect fraud. It is important that the
management, under the supervision of top management, exhibit a strong attitude to prevent and detect fraud by
minimizing opportunities that allow for fraud, deterring people from committing fraud. This includes a
commitment to creating a culture of honesty and ethical behavior that can be strengthened through active
supervision by those responsible for management. Supervision by top management involves investigating
unacceptable situations, such as analysts’ overcoming prevention practices or resorting to asset management by
manipulating analysts on the performance and profitability of the enterprise through the financial reporting
process (IFAC, 2009, p.157).
As fraud is often committed very secretly, it is very difficult to detect it. The primary responsibility of the
prevention and detection of fraud is to be taken by the management, and related regulations take place in both
the Turkish Commercial Code and other relevant legislation. In this context, the persons in the management
should establish a sound internal control system, take the necessary measures to prevent fraud and irregularities
as well as to determine the sanctions to be applied. Furthermore, management should review the activity
outcomes and related reports, tables, and documents, and apply required management controls within the
framework of due diligence.
The other responsible group is the supervisors for the detection of fraud cases. However, the auditor does not
have to establish his / her audit against any fraud solely in the enterprise. The auditor is only responsible for the
frauds that affect financial statement significantly (Altıntaş, 2010, P.152). However, there are also audit
techniques and methods that specifically focus on fraud auditing.
While as the fraud is often concealed, it is difficult to detect it. On the other hand, it is possible for the auditor to
identify the circumstances and conditions that provide opportunity, reason or method for committing this crime
based on his/her knowledge and experience in the sector. In this scope, there are proactive methods that the
auditor can use to detect fraud and irregularities (Özkul and Özdemir, 2013, 76-77). Although such methods do
not give a definite result in the detection and prevention of fraud and irregularities, it offers a general view
whether the transactions of the enterprises are suspicious or not (Terzi, 2012, 53).
Proactive approaches to be adopted in the fraud audit are basically divided into two. The first one is the inductive
method and the second one is the deductive method. The former aims to reach the whole from pieces and general
from specific. In this method, the sources or signs of fraud are detected, and fraud is revealed by monitoring
these signs. Data mining software and digital analysis techniques are used in the implementation of this method.
Digital analysis techniques used in this method helps to detect fraudulent transactions and yield preventive
findings. In the deductive method, on the other hand, it is first determined what kind of frauds might occur in a
specific case, then the presence of fraud is investigated through technology and other methods (Çatıkkaş and
Çalış, 2010, p.147-154). Auditors, thanks to these methods, can detect anomalies caused by fraud by researching
large databases.
Conclusion
The research conducted shows that the cost of fraud cases to organizations is about 5% of their revenues and the
extent of the loss resulting from such actions is around 3.5 trillion dollars annually in the world. On the other
hand, the extent of loss, in globalized world of our day, is not limited to the relevant organizational structure but
also affects a wide range from investors to customers.
Since the cost is large and the impact area is wide, some implementations are required to be materialized to
prevent and detect fraud cases. In this scope, the first implementation that needs to be done by organizations is to
establish an efficient information flow mechanism (hotline). This method is much needed since it has
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approximately 50% share in the detection of fraud and corruption cases. However, these mechanisms should be
open to both internal and external data and should be designed in such a way that they cannot yield results
against the person who realistically denounces.
What is more needed in the prevention and detection of fraud cases is that the persons in charge of management
should take the necessary measures to prevent fraud and irregularities and determine the sanctions to be applied.
In addition, the results of the activities and related reports issued as well as the books, records, and documents
which these reports are based on should be reviewed periodically by the management and necessary controls
should be carried out within the framework of due care.
In order to prevent and detect fraud cases, efficient internal control and internal audit mechanisms should also be
included. Strong determination of control points and periodic inspection of this structure by independent internal
audit mechanism is highly important in terms of prevention and detection of fraud cases. The high share of audit
methods in fraud detection, particularly in European countries, requires the establishment of this structure.
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Abstract
Leadership can contribute to achieve innovation, but such knowledge is not so clear in the tourism, hospitality
and leisure industries. In order to ascertain directions that leadership research for innovation is taking in these
industries, an integrative review was conducted on Scopus database with the descriptors “leadership”,
“innovation”, “tourism”, “hospitality” and “leisure”. Eleven studies were included in this review and none of
them addressed the leisure industry. Moreover, the studies tend to be more recent, focusing on the quantitative
approach and in developed countries, as well as focusing on small and medium sized companies. In addition, the
innovation that leadership exerts in these industries is incremental, and it can be used through various actions
such as creating new products / services, finding new suppliers and market, using different administrative and
production processes, and reshaping the climate and the organizational culture.
Keywords: Leadership; Innovation; Hospitality, Tourism, Integrative Review
Tourism, Innovation and Leadership
Tourism involves some essential terms, such as tourist flow, tourist resource, tourist, tourist service, tourist
attraction, travel, tourist space, time, tourist product, and tourist infrastructure (Batista-Matamoros and Others,
2015). In this sense the tourist, central element of the tourist activity, needs a motivation for its displacement,
such as time availability, attractive elements and infrastructure.
Tourism is an activity that people do during their travels travels and stays in places other than their usual
surroundings, for a consecutive period of less than one year, with the objective of leisure, business or other
(World Tourism Organization, 1995). Usual surroundings is the space / route that people occupy / pass routinely,
such as the work environment, housing, leisure and education, as well as the paths to reach such spaces.
Moreover, it is an industry characterized by the provision of services mostly by small and medium enterprises,
managed by one person or one family. This ends up hindering the innovation capacity of these companies and
the tourism destination as a whole, because their routine operations tend to be a priority (Pechlaner and Others,
2006).
Thus, in such scenario it is hard to create innovative strategies, either due to the financial and human resources
difficulties or because it is easier to imitate competing companies' strategies (Ottenbacher, 2007). Therefore, it is
also difficult to create memorable experiences, one of the essences of the tourism and hospitality industry
(Pizam, 2010).
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Besides that, the structural difficulty and behavioral preconditions for innovations in the tourism industry, once
the innovations used to come from other industries, like cinema (such as the creation of Film Tourism, with
attractions related to movies, series and soap operas) (Hjalager, 2002).
Overall, there are four categories of tourism innovation, and the first is linked to tourism products and services to
serve the customer directly. The second one is related to the new approaches of management and interaction with
tourists in a service economy. The third regards to the innovations developed for organizational advances in
general. And fourth is the development of new and improved business processes, which require up-to-date ways
to utilize internal resources (such as human resources) and new institutional settings to govern tourist
destinations (Hjalager, 2010).
Further research in tourism and hospitality management is needed to identify organizational characteristics that
contributes to a collaborative innovation process (Zach, 2011). Something that can be achieved with leadership,
as there are studies indicating that it plays a critical role in creating a collaborative culture that enables the
exchange of knowledge for the development of innovations (Yang, 2007).
Leadership a key factor in the development of tourism innovations, because it brings implementation of insights
into new business models (Keller, 2002, apud Pechlaner and Others., 2006). Thus, it is with such interest that
this article merges the Leadership, Innovation and Tourism constructs.
The research’s question in the present study is: what directions are the researches on leadership for innovation
taking in tourism, hospitality and leisure industries?
Therefore, the main objective of this article was to find out the research directions in the tourism, hospitality and
leisure industries about leadership to innovation.
In addition, to carry out a more in-depth review, specific objectives were listed, including:
a) Identify the annual temporal evolution of researches on leadership, innovation and the tourism, hospitality and
leisure industries;
b) Identify contexts (general and related sectors) that are being contemplated;
c) Verify the methods used in the studies;
d) Identify the forms of innovation (incremental or radical) triggered by the relationship between leadership and
tourism, hospitality and leisure activities;
e) Highlight the contributions that leadership for innovation is making in these industries.
Methods
The present work used an integrative review, a broad method of review that includes both experimental and nonexperimental studies, data from the empirical and theoretical literature, and allows the incorporation of varied
purposes, such as analysis of methodological problems and definition of concepts, for example (Souza and
Others, 2010).
The database consulted for this systematic integrative review was Scopus, recognized by the scientific
community and because it includes well-classified tourism journals, which can bring significant contributions to
the research.
The search strategy was performed on July 12, 2019 using the following keywords: “leadership”, “innovation”,
“tourism”, “hospitality”, “leisure’ (all in English). And only scientific articles were considered because they have
a higher scientific rigor. Therefore, the Boolean operators were characterized as follows:
(TITLE-ABS-KEY (tourism) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (hospitality) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (leisure) AND TITLEABS-KEY (innovation) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (leadership) AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE , "ar" ) )
At first, the above descriptors must be present in the title, abstract or keywords of the articles. Initially, 60 papers
were identified, and 47 of them were scientific articles.
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Another quality criterion considered was the selection of articles that presented the three terms (Leadership,
Innovation, Tourism/Hospitality/Leisure) in the title and/or the keywords at the same time, because it would be
more assertive to find articles that specifically deal with data on the descriptors. Thus, 13 articles were identified
for the integrative review, and two were excluded because they did not fit the established theme.
After this, we started to gather and summarize the key information of the surveyed articles, using a synthesis
matrix. Here we sought to collect data regarding the research objectives, such as the methodology employed, the
contexts, and so on.
Results
Annual Temporal Evolution of Researches
Most of the 11 articles selected are current publications, as can be seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1 - Temporal evolution of articles on leadership, innovation and tourism/hospitality.

Source: The Authors, 2019.

This can be explained because of the little empirical research on service innovation specifically in tourism
(Durmusoglu and Others, 2018). Hassi (2019) has the most recent study that was interested in the theme of
empowering leadership and innovation management as climate mediators for creativity in the context of the
hospitality sector.
However, Pechlaner; Fischer and Hammann did a research that was published in 2006, an anomaly to the
standard found (seven-year gap until the next publication). This study has a dense twenty-nine pages content on
leadership and innovation process in relation to the development of products and services based on core
competencies on destination context. So, this theme was already of interest to scholars for at least thirteen years
ago.
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General Context
Turkey, the United States, Poland, Morocco, Norway, South Korea, Austria, Germany and Thailand were the
countries where the studies were conducted, which indicates the interest of different regions to study the subject.
The same variety was observed when looking at the general context studied: hospitality (South Korea),
hospitality organizations (southern Norway), the Bavarian region (Germany), an emerging economy service
company (Turkey), destination management organizations (United States), tourism entrepreneurs and small
tourism businesses (Poland), healthcare (Thailand), experience economy (Southern California, United States),
and family businesses (Austria).
Hospitality/Tourism Context
As part of the equipment and services of the tourism sector, the highlight goes to the studies that address the
hotel. It is one of the most relevant equipment for the sector, because it allows the tourist to stay more time in the
destination, favoring long distance travel (Aldrigui, 2007). Thus, it seems that the authors of the articles relate
the hospitality industry with hotel equipment, making hospitality stand out among the keywords of the articles.
The Food and Beverage industry is also noteworthy, especially in the restaurant business (tourists and visitors
need to feed themselves). Small and Medium Tourism Companies are also important as they are the most
significant portion of the companies that operate in the tourism industry (Kim and Shim, 2018).
A highlight is the study on leadership and innovation in Thailand hospitals. This study was considered for this
integrative review because the tourist flow impacts the health industry (Matos and Barcellos, 2010), even more
in popular tourist destinations.
Studies Methodology
The eleven studies included in the review were empirical and most of them presented across-sectional design.
Moreover, the most frequently used approach was the Functionalist or Positivist (Morgan, 1980) which the basic
characteristics (Laville & Dionne, 1999) are objectivity (maximum control of research interventions, avoiding
the influence of the researcher in this process), empiricism (understanding reality with the senses, not making
use of subjective perspectives such as beliefs and values), validity (rigorous control of planned methods) and
experimentation (observation of a given phenomenon for create hypotheses and measure their causes and effects
through testing), generating generalizable results.
Mixed methods have also been used which takes advantage of each of the quantitative and qualitative
approaches to deal with more complex facts such as those present in the field of the social sciences (Creswell,
2010). In the articles of the integrative review, the tools used were basically questionnaires and interviews,
contemplating a broader perception (objective and subjective) of the object studied.
In general, there are some advantages and disadvantages of the mixed research approach (Lewis and Grimes,
2007). In the first case, the fact of using more than one paradigm gives the researcher a breadth about the studied
phenomenon, surpassing the single paradigm point of view. However, this variety may generate dualisms and
may present discrepancies that the researcher may not be able to resolve.
On the other hand, the qualitative method was not used, indicating that an interpretive view (Morgan, 1980) and,
therefore, more subjective, is not of interest to researchers or is not well accepted in academia. The origin of the
word “quality” comes from the Latin term “qualitas”, which means “essence”, that is, the most relevant and
central part of things, the subjectivity (Demo, 2000). This involves considering the values, beliefs, attitudes,
opinions, perceptions and preferences of individuals studied; content that would not be easily achieved through a
statistical approach. The first intention here is to understand, not to explain.
Only one article did not mentioned the method used in the study. However, it is a text whose context is similar to
another article raised here and that belong to the same author. So, the count eventually turned to the mixed
method.
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Discussion
Incremental Innovation
Since a competitive environment is more present today, companies that cannot innovate are exposed to great
risks (Zapalska and Others2015). In this sense, this topic sought to ascertain whether most of the innovations
brought about by leadership in the tourism / hospitality sector would be incremental or radical in nature (if the
innovation really did occur), and how it occurred. We only considered the tourism and hospitality industries
because leisure did not appear in any article of the integrative review.
Hospitality and Tourism are industries related to services and, therefore, more focused on management. This is a
non-technological innovation, a topic that deserves further study (Volberda and Others, 2013). Thus, it is
assumed that innovations in tourism and hospitality would be more of the incremental type. Tourism
organizations do not usually create breakthrough innovations, but combine offerings or adopt innovations from
elsewhere to offer new services or improve existing ones (Hjalager, 2002).
To think of business innovation with the mind in the perspective of manufacturing may not make sense in a
context of experience economy (Pine and Gilmore, 2014). This economy differs from the economy of service,
because the last one seeks consistency and its value proposition is the functional aspect, while the first one seeks
differentiation and its value is in emotion (Sipe, 2016).
Therefore, a practical implication for hospitality managers would be to cultivate the creativity of frontline
employees, people that are directly responsible for customer contact and the emotional value of the service
(Slåtten and Mehmetoglu, 2015). Thus, the decision must be directed to the specific type of work the employee
is in to know whether they should strictly follow the company policy manual or provide (some degree of)
freedom for the employee to be creative and innovative in performing his or her job.
Innovation in Small and Medium Enterprises
Companies in these sectors are mostly small or medium-sized, which makes innovation processes difficult due to
the low availability of information and financial resources. So, this organizations need to focus on businesscustomer touch points for value cocreation using tools that involves the characteristics of sophistication,
integration and multidisciplinary (Durmusoglu et. al., 2018).
Taking these data into consideration, when studying small businesses that are successful in these industries, they
often develop strong competitive advantage by focusing on a particular product or niche market (rather than
diversifying their services) (Zapalska and Brozik, 2015).
Innovation Aspects in Hospitality and Tourism
Innovation presents a bipolar process between market and resources (Pechlaner and Others2006). The first one
has the customer as a source of innovation and the second one focuses on regional core competencies (elements
related to destinations). Thus, it is important to consider both aspects to think about innovation in the tourism
and hospitality sector.
The same authors inform the existence of three product levels, specific to tourism. The first is the service product
itself, the second is the attraction as cores that produce the experience; and finally the target product as a network
of product and service packages. An example of product/service innovation direction when studying some
segments of the hospitality sector (among them restaurant, lodging, event companies, tourist attractions and
health groups), concluding that it is important to pay attention to service standards and incremental
improvements, so the customer will always realize something more (Sipe, 2016). The same study also reinforces
the importance of creating new offers to remain competitive.
In addition to an innovative product, there are others elements to achieve innovation: the search for an innovative
market; the execution of innovative processes; the preparation of innovative behaviors and the creation of
innovative strategies (Dormusoglu and Others, 2018).
Zapalska, Brozik and Zieser (2015) developed a framework of tourism business innovation strategies that
encompass some of the above elements, such as: a) “new service”, like folk art classes and graphic designer in an
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art gallery and studio. Or “new product”, such as the use of organic and natural elements in a beauty salon and
spa); b) “new market”, for example, focusing on children and adults with disabilities and special strengthening
exercises for the disabled on a riding farm; c) “new strategy”, like the introduction of a differentiated culture and
organizational climate, accepting creative and innovative thinking and decision-making by employees of a
farmhouse; d) “new production process” by introducing an old style oven in a coffee shop; e) “new suppliers”,
using organic materials in a ceramic house; f) “new administrative process”, with the application of new
marketing and advertising methods for a plastic surgery and dental office to enter the international scope; g) and
generally, almost all worked with “new climate and organizational culture”.
This last study did not specifically present anything related to innovative behaviors, but there is a positive
relationship between creating a climate of creativity (in Morocco's three to five star hotel companies) and
managing innovation (Hassi, 2019).
Innovation and Creativity
The closer the transition time on family leadership transition, the stronger the perceived need for innovation
during succession (Hauck and Prügl, 2015). The effect of employee perceived creativity on innovative behavior
was greater among short-term employees in southern Norwegian hospitality organizations (Slåtten and
Mehmetoglu, 2015). That is, the longer the employee of hospitality organization, the weaker the relationship
between creativity and innovative behavior becomes.
Here at least two perspectives can be worked on. One is to create conditions for longer-term employees to feel
compelled to use their creativity in the workplace, which requires management work to generate the right
organizational climate for the task.
Specifically in this regard, one way for hospitality organizations to attract creative people is to have a company
vision that highlights creativity as a desirable trait (Slåtten and Mehmetoglu, 2015). Thus, in recruitment and the
selection process, for example, creativity could be measured using personality tests, interviews and analysis of
various workplace challenges to determine the ability to identify different solutions and solve tasks creatively.
The other perspective reinforces a feature of the hospitality industry as having a high level of turnover (Hemdi &
Nasurdin, 2006; Jeunon & Menicucci, 2008), which has two aspects: one negative because of the downside
knowledge of senior staff; and one positive due the possibility of use the creative spirit and innovative behavior
of newcomers (Slåtten & Mehmetoglu, 2015). Which of these strategies would bring the company the most
advantage need to be researched.
Therefore, to stimulate employee creativity, like providing detailed feedback to employees who have
successfully performed creative and innovative actions in their interaction with company customers (Slåtten and
Mehmetoglu, 2015). Another example is the use of rewards, which can be monetary (such as salary increases
based on positive customer feedback), or non-monetary rewards, such as regularly spreading stories about a
frontline employee's creativity.
Importance of Organizational Culture for Innovation Strategies
Whether younger or longer-term employee the success, at least of small and medium-sized Polish tourism
businesses, the innovation resulted from the development of a new organizational culture and climate. At most
small and medium business owners started their businesses betting on an original and innovative niche in a
product, service or market, even during financial crises (Zapalska, Brozik and Zieser, 2015).
Innovation requires a clear vision or idea of what an entrepreneurial enterprise wants to achieve, and a secure
entrepreneurial climate allows an enterprise to come up with ideas and policies to support innovation and attract
customers (Zapalska and Brozik (2015).
The strategic aspect, alongside innovative products/services, is so important for the innovation reach of a tourism
company that it appeared in all stages of the growth and development of a company in the interviews of their
study. The stages are: I) the design and development stage; II) the marketing stage; III) the growth stage; and IV)
the stability stage. Even in an environment with low key resources such as financial, technical and social capital
(Zapalska and Brozik, 2015).
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Service Innovation
In sectors where there is a large supply of services, such as tourism and hospitality, best practices tend to be
easily copied or adapted and where customer switching costs are generally minimal (Sipe, 2016). Therefore, this
implies a search for a differentiation offering that is committed and deeply rooted in the unique aspects of the
total experience offered by the organization.
Something that requires a stronger interaction between employees, in order to reach a shared understanding to
find new ideas with potential to generate more emotional value among the guests. A process that needs learning
about the ways in which other departments contribute to the guest experience, sharing emotional stories and
organizing events that enable meaning sharing can be a pathway to learning for the organization.
Tourism Destination Innovation
When thinking specifically about tourist destination, innovation formality (i.e. well-defined processes for
innovation development) has a strong effect in collaboration for innovation (Zach, 2016). So more discussion
and strategies from business and tourist businesses is needed to create ways for innovation be something
planned, not spontaneous.
Conclusion
This integrative review showed that studies on leadership for innovation in the hospitality and tourism sectors in
the Scopus database usually occur in developed countries. In addition, it also showed a greater focus on the
hospitality sector (leisure was not even contemplated), with no clear differentiation between the hospitality and
tourism sectors.
The most used research methods were based on the quantitative and cross-sectional approach. And the use of the
mixed method begins to appear, but there was no applicability of the qualitative approach.
This research showed that studies on leadership for innovation in the hospitality and tourism sectors are not so
common, gaining support more recently. And that these industries are basically made up of small and mediumsized companies, which usually have particular characteristics, such as the presence of family management and
the lack of resources, such as financial, technical and social capital.
Moreover, it is necessary to consider the environment in which the tourism and hospitality sectors find
themselves: a service and experience economy. This shows the kind of worldview it is needed to work with
innovation in this specificity: highlighting incremental, customer-focused innovation and value creation.
Thus, if it is not possible to act for disruptive innovation in these industries, it is important to achieve
incremental innovation using a variety of actions, such as: a) working to create new products or services; b)
operate in a new market or with new suppliers; c) use different strategies, production processes or administrative
process; d) reshape the climate and organizational culture.
Given these findings, this study was able to achieve part of its main objective, that is, to ascertain directions that
research on leadership for innovation are taking in the tourism, hospitality and leisure sectors. Unfortunately, the
latter was not covered in the research.
This study presented two limitations. The first one regards the use of the term "leadership" in the search strategy,
which could also have been covered by the term "leader". The second limitation concerns the use a single
database (Scopus), because research in others databases could provide a broader view of the list of descriptors
analyzed.
Research gaps that may become future studies are related to: a) a more qualitative approach to leadership for
innovation in hospitality and tourism, which can bring different perspectives on quantitative studies; (b) a focus
on the contexts of developing countries that have particular characteristics; c) how to equalize the tacit
knowledge of more experienced employees with the creative spirit and innovative behavior of novice workers,
coping with both industry turnover and new employee recruitment, selection and training processes.
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Abstract
The One Belt One Road (OBOR) also known as Belt Road Initiative (BRI) is an ambitious geo-economic project
connecting China to Europe by a series of overlapping corridors and to Africa via sea route. China's aggressive
foreign investment scheme is by far most friendly because it is economically based oriented through
infrastructures of which all the countries involved will be benefited. It includes the series of long term economic
investment in various countries. This initiative is more than the just physical connection. This project is coming
at the time when world is slowly shifting towards isolationism and nativism. The key to BRI is connectivity
along the multiple dimensions including policy coordination, facility connectivity and financial integration. “Cooperation is better than confrontation” is the main guiding principle of OBOR. China on its way to prosperity
wants to include various countries along with it. This initiation holds a very important vision to connect
economies around the world. It is the first kind of such ambitious project which is envisaged outside the western
world. The Westerners have been given time and opportunity to demonstrate their willingness and capability of
helping developing countries. Yet they have not been too successful. The benefit of openness and connectivity is
well embraced by the economies of the world. It paves a way to create more market which bolsters the aggregate
demand of the countries that lead to new growth and prosperity. On its way to connectivity it touches the
millions of people who are yet cut-off the mainstream of development. The initiative is expected to significantly
boost global trade, cutting trading costs by half for the countries involved, according to expert estimates. China
intends to link the South Asia to OBOR by constructing infrastructures in various countries. Through China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) China is willing to connect with South Asia which has a significant
population of 2 billion. Similarly China has made significant investment in Sri Lanka. Infrastructure is the
essential platform for countries to grow and modernize. Therefore China has made a huge amount of investment
in the infrastructure in the region already. It is a well spent multi billion investment project carefully
implemented into a constructive geopolitical policy. Without infrastructure poor countries remain in a Poverty
Trap of stagnation. Infrastructure is the essential platform for countries to grow and modernize, which has been
the major focus of this initiative. China is replicating what they did in China to the rest of the world. Lifting 600
million of it's people out of poverty with infrastructure projects. With the belt and road initiatives, it could
potentially lifting billions of people around the region out of poverty.
Keywords: OBR, Trade Integration South Asia

Economic Vision
The world both political & physical is changing and the change is positive. The colonial era is behind us and
wars might become history. Even though there is the trace of world sliding into fragmentation, but overall the
world will be a better place in future, with less poverty, persecution and a shared future, if it embraces the notion
of connectivity.
The vision of BRI seems powerful in the modern world, especially after the global economic crisis of 2008.
Countries are still struggling to find the growth path and there is the slowdown in the economy. The demand has
been low and in order to go higher platform we need more demand. For this BRI seems a good alternative not
only for the region but for the whole world as well. In the recent years China's economic objective is to reduce
over-production, hence the Belt-Road Initiative (BRI) aims to use the excess supply of, say iron and steel, into
infrastructure projects for developing countries which is in fact win- win situation to all.
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BRI and South Asia
Pakistan
Pakistan has the most comprehensive implementation and collaboration on the BRI. CPEC is one of the largest
economic initiatives in the South Asia having pledged $62 billion in dozens of energy and infrastructure. The
project marks biggest Chinese overseas investment. CPEC has two arms network of roads, bridges, pipelines and
railways that will run from China’s westernmost City of Kashgar to each major cities of Pakistan, before
connecting to the deep water ports of Gwadar and Karachi by Arabian Sea, which is roughly 2700km. This scale
of large project reflects the bilateral relationship between China and Pakistan. CPEC which was signed in April
2015 serves a complement to the relationship which has remained intact since cold war. CPEC is a politicalcum-economic undertaking that serves for both Beijing and Islamabad. China seeks this initiative as an
opportunity to open a new trading route to the Indian Ocean allowing Chinese to bypass the maritime choke
points in the South China Sea. This would also allow China to develop its remote western part. Meanwhile for
Pakistan the CPEC provides much needed foreign investment. This initiative will also stimulate economic
growth in Pakistan and improve living conditions in underdeveloped western region. The energy projects which
accounts for $30 billion would address Pakistan’s annual electricity shortage of 7000MW. It is estimated that if
Pakistan can overcome the problem of electric shortage, economic growth could increase by additional 3%. The
construction of huge electricity projects along with other energy projects would enable Pakistan to add at least
10000MW to Pakistan electricity grid. In addition the numerous pipelines that run across the Pakistan would
connect the Middle East, Central Asia and South Asia with each other thereby providing platform for Pakistan to
emerge as a regional energy hub. Apart from it CPEC has been able to draw the attention of other foreign
investments.
Sri Lanka
Since 2010 China has invested significant sums in infrastructure projects in southern Sri Lanka and more
recently Beijing has begun to invest in the northern Sri Lanka. China is financing $1.4 billion in Sri Lankan
mega project which aims to develop metropolis from land reclaimed from the sea. This would be the largest
foreign investment in Sri Lankan soil. The plans for this project involve skyscrapers, hospitals and theme parks
turning port city into financial hub which might rival Dubai and Singapore in one day. Apart from it China is
investing in many development projects such as mega Moragahakanda-Kalu Ganga Project. It is the country’s
biggest multifunctional irrigation project which was put into January 2018. The entire mega project is estimated
to help Sri Lankan paddy cultivation generate $30 million annually. Through power generation, the country
could save $2.49 billion every year. The entire BRI project in China is expected to create 83000 jobs in Sri
Lanka.
Bangladesh’s economic development in South Asia has been praised as one of the most remarkable success
stories in Asia. With the growing economy, Bangladesh infrastructure is under enormous pressure that could
gradually ease as ambitious infrastructure projects linked to the Belt and Road Initiative come online.
Bangladesh has estimated $19.3 billion in projects in some stage of development including one of the most
challenging construction projects in the country’s history. Padma Bridge hailed as one of the mega projects in
Bangladesh will connect an estimated 30 million people in the south west of the country to the northern and
eastern regions and cut significant amount of travel time. This bridge alone is estimated to deliver more than $20
billion dollars in economic benefits. Lack of transport infrastructure is one of the key barriers to unlocking intraregional trade in South Asia. Just 5 percent of trade here is between regional players making South Asia one of
the least integrated regions in the world. This project is estimated to increase the Bangladesh’s trade with India
by 300%. The many other Belt and Road projects underway should also support manufacturing and increase
power generation capacity, delivering benefits to all part of the society. Bangladesh has already fostered
enormous growth creating momentum which Belt and Road Initiative is designed to support.
Nepal
Nepal is already a part of China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Nepal signed the Memorandum of
Understanding on Cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative on 12 May 2017 in Kathmandu in order to
upgrade its vital infrastructures, enhance cross-border connectivity with China and enhance people-to-people
relations under this initiative. The major thrust of the BRI MoU according to the two sides is to promote
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"mutually" beneficial cooperation between Nepal and China in various fields such as economy, environment,
technology and culture. The MoU aims at promoting cooperation on policy exchanges, trade connectivity,
financial integration and connectivity of people. Nepal’s focus has been on Trans Himalaya Cross border
Network. As Nepal’s geographical situation is of strategically important, it can be important in connecting China
to the South Asia. This helps in the promotion of investment, trade and tourism of Nepal.
Apart from this forward movement on bilateral connectivity, Nepal and China have agreed on the text of the
protocol to the Transit and Transportation Agreement, which will now enable Nepal to access Chinese sea and
land ports ending the former's dependence solely on India for goods and trade. "China has agreed to let Nepal
use Tianjin, Shenzhen, Lianyungang and Zhanjiang open seaports and Lanzhou, Lhasa and Xigatse dry ports for
trading with third countries," a statement issued by Nepal's Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies read.
Prime Minister K P Oli had signed the Transit and Transportation Agreement with China in March 2016,
following months-long Indian blockade at the southern border. Till now almost all of Nepal's trade passed
through India's Kolkata port, but that might change. The bitter experience of the blockade in 2016 has forced and
the need to build roads to connect Nepal to the Chinese ports.
While Nepal will focus on connectivity, the agreement allows many concessions to Nepal. The transit protocol
does not specify paths, allowing Nepal to choose viable routes. Additionally, more ports and dry ports can be
added without amending treaty; and trucks with Nepali number plates may go all the way to Shigatse (Xigatse)
railhead to pick up goods.
Afghanistan
Afghanistan can play a very central role as part of the Belt and Road Initiative. Afghanistan has unique
geographical area. It is located in the middle of major countries like China, Pakistan, India connecting South
Asia to Central Asia. This will help Afghanistan enhancing its economy, as it sits above the mineral resources
worth of trillion dollars. This will allow Afghanistan to boost trade in both South and Central Asia. Bringing
Afghanistan into BRI and to reap benefit is a daunting tasks but international community must have common
goals enhance mutual cooperation combating terrorism separatism and extremism without those development
there's no hopes that why china initiative one belt one road can be the anchor of this whole deals of peace
stability and bring harmony to the region.
Maldives
Like in other countries of South Asia, China is making huge investment in Maldives. China has developed cross
Sea Bridge in Maldives under the Belt and Road Initiative. It connects capital Mali with two more islands which
includes the airport island and residential island. It is referred as China Maldives Friendly Bridge. The
construction of bridge has made the life style convenient. Before the bridge, these two islands were connected by
Ferry only. With the growing pressure on infrastructures due to increase in the population, this bridge come in
the occasion at right time. Transportation has been made easy in the residents living in the Capital Mali. BRI has
brought many benefits to the Maldives including expansion of business in the capital area as well as other islands
due to the bridge. Along with the economic development, it has also brought immense social connectivity in the
country. BRI has made this mega project successful with China providing $116 million which costs $200
million. This bridge has been built successfully because of the mutual respect of the two countries.
Role of India in BRI
India is important to the BRI project. The geographical position of India is such that it is at the intersection of the
overland silk roads and maritime silk routes. Both India and China are partners in BRICS and SCO. The relation
between these countries has been complex and dynamic with having both lows and highs. However both
countries are committed to BRICS in the creation of multipolar world order. The trade relation between India
and China is expanding. With the growing in the trade relation, BRI seems to be appropriate solution for both
India and China to further widen the relation. India can learn from the Chinese experiment in the development.
India as growing economy requires infrastructural investment and financial support.
However, India has not endorsed the BRI Project. In fact India has become the only country to refute support
BRI among SCO countries. The involvement of Chinese economic activities in Pakistan has raised the concern
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of India which might undermine Indian claims in contested Kashmir region. Similarly India is keenly aware
Beijing influence in the Indian Ocean. As per India’s official stand the BRI is mired in controversy with respect
to China not being transparent about the entire project. So it is not addressing the India’s concern. Finally, India
views this initiative as some kind of “new imperialism” trapping the region into debt through which China can
take benefit of. Both India and China are the growing economies with huge middle class income family. India
and China have both similar development patterns. They have so much in common and so much to lose from the
conflict. Their cooperation not only benefits these two countries but also the entire region. Therefore, it is the
interest of every South Asian nation to have cooperative relation between India and China.
BRI: Medium to Connect South Asia and South East Asia
South Asia and South East Asia both are growing regions. However, these regions are as connected as their
potential. BRI is a perfect medium to connect these trade blocs. Around 2 billion people of these regions are
going to be benefitted if this ambitious project of BRI is materialized. Increased connectivity between South and
Southeast Asia can play an important role in achieving the goal of sustainable and inclusive growth by
improving efficiency and productivity via more efficient industries based on comparative advantage, enlarging
the effective market size and increasing access to it. And better connectivity—through hardware and associated
software—lies at the heart of unlocking the full benefits of closer economic ties between the two subregions.
Hence in this context BRI provides an important platform to connect these burgeoning regions.
Concluding remarks
The revival of ancient silk-road has brought the wave of economic prosperity in the region which had seemed
only a remote possibility in the region in the past. Economic and cultural exchanges that can be brought by the
BRI foretell the bright future of better security as well as the regional security in the region. This project can
facilitate the completion of infrastructure projects that are relevant for the prosperous SAARC. South Asia is
one of the least integrated regions in the globe. India’s growth experience has not been fruitful for the entire
region due to various factors. China beginning to build the infrastructure has completely changed the dynamics
of the economy of the region. As India did not act as a locomotive for growth for other member in the SAARC,
the leaning of other member towards China is natural. Now they can interact with one another and with other
parts of the world in the way they could not do it before. However, as mentioned above, the road to prosperity is
not smooth and filled with various difficulties and challenges. The future of BRI in SAARC depends on how
member countries balance their national interests with regional interests and to the extent China presents its
motives clearly and in a convincing manner. With India rejecting BRI partly economic and partly economic
regions, the challenge lies ahead to all the SAARC members.
Moreover, South Asia is a fragmented region with civilization differences that have brought about polarization
and even the military stand-off between two major nuclear powers India and Pakistan. Similarly, the contentious
relation between Pakistan and Afghanistan also challenges the prospect of the project. Also country like Nepal is
yet to come with appropriate strategies and approach to the BRI. India, being the regional power has suspicions
and tensions with China. China and India have both moderated their socialist leanings with their vast populations
have experienced economic prosperity and growth. The cooperation between these countries not only brings
prosperity to them but also to the whole region. The fruit that this project is bringing to all members could be
enormous. Therefore, it requires serious commitment from all the sides to remove imperfections and embracing
the virtues. SAARC needs to strike a balance approach to maximize its gains. The member countries have to
come with appropriate strategies and approaches to garner from this ambitious project. To do what has to be
done requires tenacity and determination, patience and overall political commitment born out of mutual
understanding of what it might do all facets of life, human and otherwise in the region.
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